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The Deflationist's Axioms for Truth
Volker Haibach and Leon Horsten
Aber es geht um die höhere Wahrheit, an die man glauben muß; und unsere Aufgabe ist es, diese
Wahrheit in die Niederungen des Beweises herabzuziehen.
Hoftat Brunner to Ernst Stockinger
1V series Stockinger (episode Stille Wasser)

1.

DEFLATIONISM

In this introduction we shall be very sketchy. We do not want to facigue the reader by
refucing in detail claims that have lost credibility a long time ago. For instance, we
sketch only the arguments for the insufficiency of the T-sentences as axioms for truth.
We will state some clairns that seem central to deflationism as we underrtand it.
Naturally there will be philosophers who disagree with our conception of deßacion
ism. We believe, however, that many will agree that the deßationist has to subscribe to
these claims. They are weak in the sense that they describe more a methodology than a
real philosophical doctrine. The claims are not intended to cover the deflationist
position completely, and probably the deflationist will put forward much stronger
claims.
. In the first place, according to deflationism, a logico-mathemacical nocion of truth
�- cen�ral to the deflationist conception of cruth. Thus whether a senten�e or p�opos1t1on 1S true does not depend on contingent facts such as our causal relat1ons with the
world. Consequently, for ins tance, a causal-historical notion of reference will not
form the basis for a deflationist theory of cruth. Rather cruth behaves like a logi� or
ma�ematical expression: when it is combined with other logical and matheman�
nottons it forms sentences or propositions that obtain independently of ;°Y con�:
_
gen� facts m
the world. 1 Presumably the deßationist will also need more subs�nal
nouons of truth which are
not logico-mathematical in this sense. But for the deßa
tion:.
I
·
· pomt
· rrrom which other
·�t ogico-mathemacical truth is primary and the scarnng
nouons should be
defined.

1

Sec, e.g., Field [7], Halbac h [13], Horsten [17).
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Second, truth is axiomatized, that is, truth is conceived as a primitive d
undefined notion. This approach does not exclude the possibility that tnuh :
out to be definable or reducible in another sense. 2 Deflationism, as we understand ?5
does not necessarily articulate a nocion of truth that is 'thin' in the sense that it mi ~t,
easily be reduced away. Rather deflationists have tried to describe the purpose of ~~
that can only be achieved if truth is available. Or they say that truth would be
dispensable if we could use infinite conjunccions or certain forms of quantification. 3
An axiomatization of truth also coheres with its status as a logico-mathematical
notion.
According to the conception of deflationism outlined so far, semantical theories of
truth like Kripke's fixed-point theory or the rule-of-revision theory4 are not deflationist theories. These theories provide definitions of truth in set theory. Thus truth is
no langer conceived as a primitive concept. Moreover, these semanrical concepts of
truth are dispensable, because they are definable. In this respect semantical theories are
similar co 'substantial' theories of truth; most varieries of the correspondence, coherence and pragmatist eheory are supposed to define cruth in terms of states of affairs,
correspondence, coherence, utility, etc.
The semanrical conceptions of trueh from Tarski eo Kripke and ehe revision theory
rdy on the availability of a stronger metalanguage where trueh is defined. Consequently ehese notions of trueh are not universal in ehe sense of being notions of truth
for the whole language (or at least its logico-maehematical part) ehat we are using. 5
Frequently ehey show how to add to an ariehmetical language a trueh predicate and
how to expand ehe standard model of arithmetic to a model of ehe extended language
wich the truth predicate. Alehough ehis may be informative wich respect to an analysis
of the semantical paradoxes, it does not provide a notion of trueh for the Ianguage (or,
more precisely, for ehe eheory) we are using. In general, studying coy languages and
theories from a set-eheoretic standpoint will not satisfy ehe deHarionist because he is
seeking a notion of trueh for the language of ehe eheory he is using. Concepts of truth
for weak toy languages for which we can define trueh by set-eheoretic means are of
little immediate use to the deflationist.
In sum, in a certain sense semantical approaches provide a more 'deßationary'
picture of trueh because ehey purport co define trueh. So according to these semantical
theories, truth is ultimately redundant because it is definable. However, definable

2

~e discussion has focused on a very speciai sense of reducibiliry. Ic is precty obvious fr_o~
Tarski s theorem on the undefinabiliry of trueh thac truth will not be reducible in the sense that it 15
definable. Truth, however, mighc be reducible in another sense and in proof theory many concepts of
reduction have ?een discussed and applied. Severai authors lik~ Shapiro [27), Kecland [19) :Wd Fidt
(8) and Azzouru [I l have discussed wheeher ehe deflacionisc is committed eo the conservaoveness 0
hls theory of truth. See Haibach (13).
3
Field (8) andAzzouni (1) mighc be exceptions. They seem eo believe thaca cruth theoryough_cco
be conservacive. See Haibach (13) for a discussion. We shall return eo the discussion of conservaoveness below.
~ See Kripke [22) and Belnap and Gupta (2).
5 Some defl ·
· di sagree w1'th eh'1s v1ew.
•
· Kr'pke's
cheorr
1
. . auonists
Soames (30), for .msrance, conce1ves
as a deflaoonist eheory of truth.
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nocions of cruth are not of primary interest to, the deflationist because they are always
just nocions of tr~th for at best a part of our real language.
Many axiomat1c approaches ru:e also _formul~ted for toy languages and theories such
that finally m_odels for these ax1om~t1_c theones can b_e defined (in relatively weak
theories). For mstance, very oft~n log1~1ar:is add truth axioms to the language of Peano
arithmecic. Although Peano anthmet1c 1s very weak compared to our usual mathemacical assumptions (set theory), these investigations are nevertheless relevant. If
adding certain truth. axioms to Peano arithmetic yields a consistent theory, adding
axioms of the same kind to Zermelo-Fraenkel ought to produce a consistent theory as
weil. This is not guaranteed, however. For adding truth axioms usually increases the
proof theoretic strength of a theory, and one cannot even obtain a proof of relative
consistency. That is, in most cases we are not able to prove that set theory plus the
cruth axioms are consistent even if set theory itself is assumed tobe consistent. In fact,
the situation is sometirnes even worse than that. Examples can be found of apparently
innocent axioms concerning the notion of satisfaction which can consistently be
added to Peano Arithmetic, but which result in an inconsistent system when they
are added to the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms. 6
However, several considerations are independent from the chosen base language. If
some truth axioms are inconsistent with Peano arithmetic, they will be inconsistent
wich set theory as weil. Moreover, arithmetic is a convenient setting for the study of
axiomatic truth theories because we have names of expressions at our disposal.
Numerals (of codes of expressions) may serve the same purpose as quotational
names in natural language. The language of set theory lacks such names (although
they could easily be added). Therefore building truth theories on arithmetical theories
is simply a convenient approacb but arithmetic merely serves as an example here.
1

2.

TARSKI'S THEORIES OF TRUTH

Many deßationists have advanced 'disquotational' axioms for truth. In particular,
some have relied on some variety of the T- or disquotational sentences

TA,

+-+

A.

Here rA, is a name for the sentenceA or its Gödel number. Horwich's theory is similar,
but there rA, would be a name for the proposition that A.7
In order to avoid inconsistency one can restrict the instances eo such sentences A
that do not contain the truth predicate. 8 As Tarski has noted, the T-sentences are far
too weak to prove any interesting generalization. In particular, if a base theory plus ehe
T-sentences prove a generalization of the form Vx(A(x) --+ Tx) then the base tbeory
~ See Horsten [16].
s

te

Horwi:11 [18] .
.
uences. McGee [25] has
me consIStent restrictions of the T-scheme y1eld unwanted consechq
d
· ld ncither a
~wn that Horwich's idea of excluding only the 'bad' inscanccs of the 5 ema oes yie
uruque nor a satisfying theory of truth.
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proves that there are at most n objects sacisfying A(x), that is, the base theory proves
3 xA(x) for some fixed nwnber n. 9
n The deductive weakness of the T-sentences is our mocivation for embracing a
composicional theory of cruth. Oth~r authors-~~e Davi~~n-ha~ different reasons
(like finite axiomacizability) for relymg on Tarski s composmonal ax.ioms for truth. In
the fust axiom Pis any n-place predicate symbol (except
and val(x) represents the
funccion that assigns eo any closed term t its value.

n

Vt1 . . . tn (TPt1 .. . t~ 7

Pval(t1) • • • val(tn))

(Tl)

7

VA E C (T ,A - ,TA )
VA, BE C (TA/\ B, -TA, /\ TB, )
VA(v) E C (TVvA(v) , - VtTA(t)

(T2)
(T3)

7
)

(T 4)

Tue fust axiom says that for any string of closed terms t1, ... , tn, P followed by this
string of terms is crue if and only if Papplies to the values of these terms. In the case of
arithmecic there is no difficulty in defining val( ). According to axiom T4 a
universally quancified sentence VvA(v) is crue if and only if all its instances A(t) for
any closed term t are true. Thus T 4 captures a subscitutional understanding of the
quancifier. In an arithmetical framework this approach is sound because there are
closed terms for any object because there is a nwneral for every number.
In the general case, where some o bjects might lack terms designating them,
however, we would have to employ satisfaction instead of the unary truth predicate.
What we say below would go through for satisfaction instead of truth as weil. Employing truth instead of satisfaction makes our notation somewhat m ore perspicuous.
Vt1 expresses quantification over closed terms, while VA E C expresses quantification over all sentences of the base language C, i.e., the language without the truth
predicate, and VA(v) E C expresses q uantification over all formulas of C with only-v
free. Quantification in quotational contexts can be explained in different ways: we do
not provide details here.
Axioms T2-T4 say that truth commutes with connectives and quantifiers. We do
not provide an exact formulation because for our purposes a rough sketch ought eo be
sufficient.
If the axioms TI-T4 above are added eo a theory like Peano arithmetic or some sec
theory it seems attractive not only to add these truth-theoretic axioms but to extend
the axiom schemes to the new language with the truth predicate as weil. In the
literature there has been some discussion on these additional truth-theoretic axioms. 10
Most authors (including us) agree that the axiom schemes should be extended eo the
language with the truth predicace in the case of PA or ZF. The details are tricky and
will not be deale with in this paper.11
9

!his

obs~acion is basically Tarski's: see his [31]. The proof relies on the fact that a proof
~n~ o~y firutely m~y instances of ehe T-schema. So ehe T-sentences prove only finite general~tto~. This hol~ even if ehe allow ehe trueh eheory to contain all instances of ehe induction scheme
(mcluding ehose w1eh T) assuming thac, e.g., PA is our base eheory.
10
See Shapiro [27], Field [8] and Haibach [13].
11
See Feferman [6] for more information on ehe role of axioms schemes in trueh theories.
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DESIDERATA FOR AXIOMATIC THEORIES OF TRUTH
Tarski's solution of the liar paradox was an undivided success in mathematical logic
and opened ehe road to model theory. In philosophy oflanguage it was only a partial
success. Tarski himself did not think that his solution of the liar paradox applied to
natural language.
The deflationist is confronted with the problem of having to come up with a less
rescrictive solution of the liar paradox. Of course the derivation of an inconsistency
has to be blocked, but not in Tarski's coarse way. lt is not in the scope of the presenc
paper eo discuss all proposals thac have been made eo this end. However, we shall
discuss some of ehe main contenders.
Once the deflationist has decided in favor of an axiomatic approach to rruth, he can
attempt to articulate general features that any such theory S must possess in virtue of
its logico-maehematical function in ordinary discourse. Here is the !ist of desiderata
cbat we propose:
1. S must satisfy a requiremenc of naturalness and sirnplicity. lt musc concain as few
ad hoc elemencs as possible.
2. S musc explicace the cornpositional nature of truth. S must explain as fully as
possible how ehe rruth-value of a sencence is decermined by the truth-values of ics
componenc parts.
3. S musc prove as many (true) infinite conjunctions as possible. The chief reason
for having a trueh predicace is eo express infinite conjunccions. But expressing in.finite
conjunctions is of liccle use if we are not able to prove many of them. 12
4. The logic in which S reasons about the cruth predicate must be the same as ehe
logic under which the rruth predicate is closed according to S. In quasi-technical
terms: ehe outer logi,c of S, i.e., the set of the sentences provable in S, must equal the
inner wgic {AIS 1- TA,} of s.
5. Ic is desirable that classical logic is used. This applies not only to the outer logic,
but-by ehe previous desideratum-to the inner logic as weil .
. These desideraca considerably overlap and were parcly inspired by Michael Sheard's
!ist of 'naive criteria' which he thinks eheories of rruth-both axiomatic and semantic-need to satisfy as much as possible. 13
Our Desideratum 1 is a paraphrase of Sheard's third cricerion, which he also calls
tbe cricerion of simplicity. Of course, it is not easy to put forward criteria for
naturalness and simplicity. We think that the T-sentences are simple and ehat
Tl- T4 are simple and natural as weil, though less simple than the T- senc~nces.
Tl-T4 express thac the truth predicace commutes with connectives and quantifiers.
There~ore T2-T4 describe a simple 'algebraic' property of rruth.
.
.
Desideratum 2 implies that the rruth predicate should commute with qu~tifiers
and conneccives. Therefore it is a generalization of Sheard's fifth principle which says
12

See Halbach (11, 13].

13

See Sheard (29].
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that theories of truth should conr:iin the Barcan principle 'v'A(v) E .C(~ \fvA(v), H
\ftTA(t) \ StrictlyspeakingA(t) 1s no su?for~ula of\f~A(v), buttheax.iom would be
· · al ·n the strict sense if a sausfacnon predicate were employed For the
composmon 1
.
.
.
.
·
•
uld then say that \fvA(v) is true 1fA(v) 1s sattsfied by all obJects. Thereforewe
axiom wo
• · al ,v, hall h
consider axioms as T4 above and C4 below as composmon . wes
ave to discuss
compositionality again below.
.
, .
.
Desideratum 3 is not explicicly present m Sheards lISt. lt 1s to some extent entailed
by Sheard's sixth principle, which he ~ormulates te~tatively, and ~hich says that
should be arithmetically nonconservat1ve over the ar1thmet1cal basIS over which S is
formulated.14 Deflationists rnight object to adopting this desideratum if they believe
that truth has to be a simple and innocent concept in every respect. We believe that
deflationist truth is a tool for formulating and proving generalizations (or, if you like,
infinite conjunctions).
Deflationist truth is as insubstantial as other logico-mathematical concepts like the
concept of elementhood. lt does not rely on any 'substantial' concepts like causality,
correspondence, coherence or utility. But this does not force the deflationist in any
way to maintain that a theory of truth ought to be deductively weak. This implies in
particular that we do not expect a theory of truth to be conservative in any reasonable
sense. Rather if the concept of truth is useful it will turn out to be proof-theoretically
strong and irreducible. This is in accord with the deflationist doctrine that truth is an
indispensable tool for making generalizations.
Desideratum 4 expresses that we want to capture truth for the language or theoty
we are using. In particular, we want to avoid asymmetries like axiomatizing in classical
logic a notion of truth in partial logic. This desideratum implies Sheard's demand that
provability should email truth. For, if a sentence A is provable, then A is in the outer
logic and there it ought to be contained in the inner logic as weil; i.e., it should be
(provably) true.
Desideratum 5 for a truth theory framed in classical logic is motivated by the
deflationist conviction that truth is primarily a logico-mathematical notion. Historically, classical logic has emerged from a conscious attempt to explicate the form of
mathematical reasoning. So if truth is indeed a logico-mathematical notion, then it
ought to be governed by classical logic.
?esideratum 4 overrules the last desideratum. That is, if one opts for non-classical
logtc, e.g:, partial logic, for the inner or the outer logic, then both, the inner and the
outer log1c, must be governed by partial logic.

s

4.

BEYOND TARSKI

Once one drops Tarski's solution of the liar paradox and allows the truth predicate to
a~ply to sen~ences containing the truth predicate, we see basically two ways eo go:
~ttber one_sticks to cl:15sical logic or one adopts partial (or many-valued) logic or at
east a pamal concepuon of truth (which may be described in classical logic).
14

Sheard remarks thar d f: · 1
conraining th B
fi un er au Y general conditions, this feature of S is a consequence O f S's
e arcan ormula for T.
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The main bulk of proposals consists in solucions based on non-classical Iogic. One
can allow cruth value gluts or gaps, or make even more severe incisions in classical
logic. As poinced out above, ehe defl~tionist s~eks an axiomatic approach, not a
semancical approach. However, semant1cal theones can be used in order to motivace
axiomacic approaches. A typical example is axiomatization of Kripke's approach in
parcial logic, e.g. Kr~mer [21]. Soluci_ons based on nonclassical logic can be axiomatized in classical log1c as well. In th1s case ehe truth theory itself is formulated in
classical logic, but it describes a nonclassical concept of truth. lmportant examples of
such systems are ehe variants of the Kripke-Fefirman theory KF (see Feferman [6],
Reinhardt [26] and Cantini [4]), which is motivated by Kripke's [22] fixed point
eheory wich the strong Kleene scheme, and VF of Cantini [3], which is motivated by
Kripke's [22] fixed point theory wich the supervaluations scheme.
Typically these systems are inconsistent wich either the "consistency" axiom

VA E .CT,(T ,A

7
/\

T:•f),

which excludes truth value gluts, or wich ehe "compleceness" axiom
7

VA E .CT(T ,A V TA

7
),

which excludes truth value gaps. Proof-theoretical investigations have shown that
such theories are very good at proving in.finite conjunctions. In fact, Feferman [6] has
provided a proof-theoretic analysis of ehe weak and strong reflective closures of Peano
arithrnetic (variants of KF) by means of infinite conjunctions. Although Feferman's
paper has gone mostly unnoticed by ehe deflationists, his paper certainly has advanced
ehe understanding of ehe relation of infinite conjunctions and truth a great deal.
KF and its relatives are notorious for their asymmetry between internal and external
logic: they describe a notion of partial truth in classical logic. One can prove in KF that
7
7
ehe liar sentence L is not true, i.e., KF f- -,TL • Since KF is classical and L +-+ -,TL
is provable in the basic theory of syntax, ehe liar sentence itselfis a theorem ofKF. That
is, KF proves both ehe liar sencence and that ehe liar sentence is not true! Therefore
{AI KF f- A}

!l {AI KF f- TA

7
},

i.e. ehe inner logic of KF does not coincide wich its outer logic. According to KF, ehe
ex.tension of ehe truth predicate is closed only under partial logic. Indeed, KF was
discovered by a conscious attempt eo formalize Kripke's semantical inductive theory
based on ehe strong Kleene-scheme. In sum, KF scores miserably on Desideratum 4.
One could (and should) formulace KF in partial logic outright. 15 That way, at least
the inner logic of ehe resulting system would coincide wich its outer logic, 16 an~ it
would cohere better wich ehe partial piccure behind ehe eheory.17 Buc ehe fact remams
tbat we have abandoned dassical logic.
:; We have_tried to formulate KF in Strong Kleene logic in [11].
.
.
th
Th~ obvious way of formulating KF in partial logic results in a system which dijfers from e
erlogicofKF. lt is, according eo [14] scronger than CT buc weak r than KF. Cf. also Krcmer [2 ll
0
\ ; for~ulation of Kripkc's theory in partial logic.
.
.
h
d
• Kripke [22] was ambiguous on precisely this point. Reinhardt [26] 1s morc consi5ccnt crc, an
so is Soames [30].
•

6
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.
.tional if the concept of compositionality is liberalized F K
KF iss~ comllo~A E CT(TTÄ,, +--+ TA,) saying thatan atomicsente~ orT ~
6earures
lKe
u-1:L th
ce IS
. axioms
n1 if
is (the code of) a true sentence. 1ll1Ke e case of the quantifin
crue 1f and. o Y .nfuction predicate
.
•11
d this ax.iom
· compositional
.
W1 not ren er
. ther
.om, usmg a sans
f ~A, In this
in e
axt
wr.
d to view A as a component o 1 " .
sense KF . .
strict sense. w e ten
lS still

osicional. 18
.
comp
tems like the above-mennoned system VF of Cantini [3] whi h
Stronger sys
. b d
th
al .
, c
ipkean construcnon ase on e superv uauon scheme have th
form alizes th e Kr
. fVFal .J:ir fr
.
,
e
• o·es as KF The inner log1c o
so uurers om 1ts outer looi
19
same de6c1en
·
.
kn
o·C.
Moreover VF is not compositional and there 1s no . own way to reformulate the VF
.
• a compositional manner. Proof-theoreuc results suggest that this is n
a,aoms m
d th
h
. . ali f;
ot
possible. In [12] it was_ ~onjeccure
at w fat calom~os!tlon. ty or _truth theories
onds to predicanv1ty for subsystems o an ys1s, 1.e. w1th the aid of composP
corres
icional truth theories we can mocivate th e an'thmet1·ca1 part of predicative analysis, but
not more. If this thesis is sound, VF cannot be reformulated as a compositional
system. For VF is impredicative. The irreducibly non-compositional feature of VF is
the presence of a reflection axiom

VA E .LT(Bewp(A') ~ TrA,)
where Pis some (weak arithmetical) theory formulated in the language CT, This
axiom implies that, e.g., B V ,Bis true, even if Bis some paradoxical sentence like the
liar. Thus a disjunction may be true even ifboth disjuncts lack a truth value, but it also
might Jack a truth value. B V B will neither be true nor false. VF even proves that
neither the liar sentence L nor its negation ,L are true; nevertheless it proves that
L V ,L is true. Thus the truth of a sentence does not only depend on the truth value of
its components but also on the syntactical shape of the sentence. This is a clear
violation of compositionality.
As we shall see, reflection axioms can be reduced in some cases to compositional
axioms. But if Halbach's thesis on compositionality and predicativity holds, then in
the case ofVF this is not possible.
In favor of VF it is to be said that VF is one of the strongest natural truth theories
known so far. Therefore VF scores best at Desideratum 3 among all truth systems.

5.

CLASSICAL REFLECTIVE TRUTH

Bec:iuse of the problems with KF and VF we propose a system describing a c/assicai
not1on of truth. The system explicitly denies the existence of truth value gluts :U:d
gap~. Here we do not argue that classical concepts of truth are superior to parual
;ouo~. ~e sim~ly presuppose that classicality is a desirable feature. At least we find
easonmg m partial logic awkward and not natural and thus we do not want to use

:: See Haibach [12) for further discussion.

So we do not agree wich Sheard that VF scores much higher than KF on Desideratum 4·
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artial logic. 20 And if we use dassical logic i~ order to axiomatize a concept of
~artial cruth, then the awkward asymmetry of mner and outer Iogic arises as in the
case of KF.
.
We emphasize, however, that. we do not believe ehat ehere is a single best sec of
. ms for the deflationist. Tarski's eheorem on ehe undefinability rules out the "best"
~~cm as inconsistent. All desiderata we have listed cannot be satisfied equally weil at
le same time. Therefore we cannot come to a final decision and settle for a single
syscem.
.
. .
An obvious way to generahze Tl-T4 1s s1mply to let ehe quantifiers not only range
over formulas without the truth predicate but also over formulas with the truth
predicate. This yields the following axioms:

(TPt1 • •, t: t--+ Pval(t1),, •val(tn))
VA E [,T (T -.A' t--+ ,TA')

Vt1 .•• tn

VA, BE [,T (TA/\ B' t--+ TA' J\ TB')
VA(v) E [,T (TVvA(v)' t--+ VtTA(t) ' )

(fl)
(C2)

(C3)
(C4)

We call the base theory plus ehese axioms CTo (for "dassical truth").
We cannot allow P to be trueh predicate in the first axiom, because oeherwise the
system would be inconsistent. 21
The deflationist surely wants his eheory to be sound, ehat is, he wants all cheorems
of his theory tobe true. But of course Gödel's second incompleteness eheorem shows
that a truch cheory can hardly prove its own soundness. The soundness for a trueh
theory S is expressed by:
(GRFN)
This sentence is called ehe global reflecti.on axiom for S. 22 If ehe trueh eheory proves ehe
unproblematic T-sentence Tl_-, t--+l_, ehen GRFN implies also ehe consistency
statement ,Bew/ J_ ') for S.
However we are free to add ehe reßection axiom GRFN to ehe trueh eheory S in
order to obtain a new eheory S1. The result of iteratively adding reflection axioms to a
theory has been investigated ehoroughly. 23 However, usually soundness is not direccly
expressed because a trueh predicate is not available. Therefore proof eheorists confine
themselves to ehe uniform reflection scheme
Bew/A(i') ' ) -. A(x),
(RFN)

20

lo • We coul~ ~voke our Desideratum 1. But that comes down to the claim that we ~ejecr ~arci_al
,i;~:~cause it 1s not natural according to our taste. Others who are m?re u~ to parnal logic v.:il1
~ ee. In ehe context of mathematics at least, the adoption of partial log1c m~s an essen.nal
~anure from our usual methods of reasoning that one should think twice before givmg up dassical
1Ogtc.
:: See Haibach [10].
See Kreiseland Levy [20].
23
See Feferman [5].
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which is supposed eo express that all th~ore~s of S are true. (The dot above x indicates
that this variable is bound from outside m the usual way by for~ally substituting
numerals for the variable x). In the present set-up we can avail ourselves of a
truth pred.icate and we can express soundness by GRFN inscead of its surrogace

RFN.
The theory CTO has been defined above: it contains the base theory and the axioms
posculating that the truth predicate_ commutes ~ith quanti~ers and connectives. We
define recursively new systems wh1ch are obt:a.1ned by adding the global reßection
axiom for the respective system in the style ofTuring's and Feferman's progressions.24
CT,,+ 1 is the system CT„ plus the global reflection ax.iom for CT,,:
'v'A E .CT(Bewcr/A, ) -

TA,)

(CTR)

Since we are dealing with finite progression only and CT,,+1 extends CT„ only by a
single axiom, there is always a canonical provability predicate available and we do not
have to deal with the problems of the intensionality of progressions.
CT is defined as the union of all theories CT,,(n E w).
For the sake of definiteness we consider Peano arithmetic as the base theory and
state a few facts about CT built over Peano arithmetic. The observations carry over to
many other base theories.
First we compare CT to theories that have been discussed in the lirerature. To this
end we remark that adding all the reflection principles to CTo is equivalent to adding
the rule
A

TA

(NEC)

7

to CTo, whereA is any sentence in .CT,
The rule NEC can be derived in CT as follows. If A is derivable in CT0 , then-by
7
the i1 -completeness of PA-Bewcr/A ) is derivable in PA, and by the global
reflection principle for CTo we have TA,. Iterated applications of NEC can the
dealt wich in a similar way.
Deriving the global reflection principles from NEC is slightly harder; we shall only
skecch the proof. CTo proves that all induction axioms in .CT are true because
'v'A(v) E .CT(TA(O), /\ 'v'x(TA(x), -

TA(x

+ 1),) -

'v'xTA(x) 7 )

is an instance of the induction scheme and implies that all induction axioms are true.
Beyond the induction axioms CTo has only finitely many ax.ioms. They can be proved
to be tru~ by applying NEC to any of these axioms. Since truth is provably closed
under logic, we therefore can prove in CTO + NEC that all theorems of CTO are crue.
F~r t!1e i~duction step we have tors~ow'v'A E .CT(Bewcr.(A,) -TrTrA,, ) because
this implies 'v'A E .CT(Bewcr.+1 (A) - TA,). By induction hypothesis we have
already 'v'A E 4(Bewc2.,,.(A, ) - TA, ) and h}" one application of NEC and the
CTo-axioms 'v'A E .CT( 1 Bewcr.(A,f - TTA,,). Since CT0 proves all T-sen2

~

See Turing (33) and Feferman (5).
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cences for ariehmetical instances we have 'v'A E &r(Bewcr.(A
desired.

.

.

)

-

TTA77 ) as

.

Thus ehe global reßecuon axroms ~d NEC are mterderivable. This implies ehat
CT i equivalent eo ehe system FS w1thout the converse rule of NEC,25 That is, if
weadd

-TA,
A

eo CT, ehen we obtain FS. Since it is still an unsolved problem whether this rule can be
dropped from FS wi~o~t any loss, for all we know CT and FS could be equivalent,26
In fuct, ic would be ruce if ehe system CT should turn out to be symmetrical, i.e., if the
inner and outer logic of FS coincide. If it does not, we would recommend eo add the
above rule.
Friedman and Sheard have proved the consistency of FS; therefore CT is consistent
as weil. Models for CT may be obtained by revision semantics in the style of
Herzberger. 27
The iterated global reflection axioms of CT invite an obvious question: Why not
iterate ehe reßection principle into the transfinite in the style of Feferman's transfinite
progressions?28 There is a very good reason for not doing this. The reflection axiom

VA E .CT(Bewcr(A,)---+ TA,)
for CT is inconsistent wich CT. 29 This follows from a result by McGee.3° He showed
that a subsystem of CT is w-inconsistent. McGee's argument can easily be carried out
inside CT, ehat is, CT proves Bewcr(:3.x.A(.xf and 'v'x(Bewcr(A(xf) for some
formula A(x) of LT, Togeeher with the global reflection principle for CT the latter
implies in CT0 ehe truth of'v'xA(x). Thus there is a very good reason for not iterating
global reßection into the transfinite.
Sometimes it is thought that the w-inconsistency of CT and similar systems shows
that they are not attractive as axiomatizations of truth. We do not share this view.
CT can be shown to be arithmetically sound, that is, CT does not prove any false
arithmetical senrence. So the w-inconsistency concerns only the part ofCT that deals
with the truth predicate.
Why would one reject an w-inconsistent truth theory? Why would one reject CT in
particular? One cannot put one's hopes on any particular sentence. For the sentences
involved in the w-inconsistency are circular and truth theories generally disagree on
such sencences. So one cannot reject CT because it proves a false sentence. Perhaps one
25

The system PS ("Priedman-Sheard") was studied under a different narne and proved consistent
by 2~riedman and Sheard [9]. See also Halbach [1 O].
.
.
Results by Halbach [10] show that this rule does not conmbute to the proof-theoreucal
srrength of PS and that only very special sentences could require this rule for thetr proof. Purther
rcs~ts by Sheard (28], however, showed that this rule is not as weak as it may appear.
See Henberger (15].
28
See Peferman [5].
29
Indeed ehe uniform reflection principle for CT is already inconsistent with CT.
30
See [24).
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Nevertheless we do not think that this makes CT unacceptable. For the semantics of
CT are not as weird as it might appear. In fact CT has a very natural semantics. For
subsystem of CT with a finite n~ber of global refl~ction axioms possesses a :
scandard model. Since we can use m any proof only firutely many reflection axioms
any step of our reasoning we have a nice model. T_he model is provided by rule-~~~
revision semantics.3 1 A model for CT „ can be obtamed by n 1 applications of the
revision operator to the standard model of arithmetic. We sketch ehe procedure:
Expand the scandard model of arithmecic to the language CT by assigning an arbitrary
extension S0 to the trueh predicate. The model has the form (N,So), where N is the
scandard rnodel of arithmetic and So is the chosen extension of the cruth predicate.
Given S„ define S,,+1 in the following way: S,,+1 = {A E CTl(N, S,,) p: A} (here we
identify sentences with eheir codes), ehat is, we use the set of all sentences truth in the
rnodel (N, S,,) as ehe new extension of the truth predicate. This way we obtain models
for ehe theories CT lt•
The problems of revision semantics at limit levels are weil known. The problem
arises because ehe set Sw of sentences ehat stay in the extension of ehe truth predicate
frorn sorne level on is w-inconsistent. 32 Therefore there is no w-model for Sw and ehe
only option that remains is taking Sw as the new extension of the trueh predicate.33
Tue w-inconsistency of CT just reflects the fact that there is no nice limit model at
level w in rule-of-revision semantics. We believe that the axiomatic approach proves
superior to the semancical approach based on the scandard model. For on the
semantical side there is no nice limit m odel at level w, while one can simply take
ehe union of all systems CT ,,. The consistency of every system CT„ ensures ehe
consistency of ehe entire system CT.
Therefore at any step in a proof in CT we may affirm that anything we have claimed
so far is true: we do affirm it by a global reflection principle. We cannot, however,
reflect on this and conclude that all affirmatio ns of the soundness rnust be sound as
weil. This would be an additional reflection step that would take us to the global
reßection principle for CT itself, which is inconsistent with CT.
We shall now look again at our desiderata and check to what extent they are met by
CT. We hope that we have succeeded in describing the axioms of CT as simple and

m1g t ar

+

31
32
33

See Belnap and Gupta [2].
This phenomenon is discussed by Belnap and Gupta [2] •
This is basically Herzberger's [15] limit rule.
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In particular, the axioms of CT naturally cxtend the unquesti·o bl .
lf
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was, KF rejects the con:iposmonal axiom C2 for _n~gaci?n, but C2 forms part of the
axioms of CT. Thus with respect to the compos1t1onal1ty Desideratum 2 CT scores
higher than KF.
.
.
.
The above model-tbeorettc cons1derattons can be transformed into a proof of th
fact that the proof-theore~c strength of CT is the same as of ramified analysis for ~
finite levels.34 By compar1son KF reaches the strength of ramified analysis up eo 8 0 .
Therefore KF (and a fortiori VF) proves more generalizations than CT.
Tue real strength of CT lies in Desiderata 4 and 5. CT describes in classical logic a
classical notion of truth. We have mentioned above that it is unknown whether

TA,
A

is a derived rule of CT. If it were, the inner and outer logic of CT would be identical.
This makes a proof of the hunch that this rule is derivable even more desirable. At any
rate we can simply add this rule to CT in order to force the identity of inner and outer
logic.35 In contrast, adding NEC to KF in order to force the inner and outer logic of
KF eo be identical results in an inconsistent system.

6.

CONCLUSION

When certain tenets of deßationism are accepted, one is driven to the axiomatic
approach to the notion of truth. And ehen ehe q uestion arises how ehe details ofwhat is
from a deßationist perspective ehe most attractive eheory of trueh would look like.
This question has hitherto not been given as much attention as it deserves.
DeB.ationists have moscly adopted eieher Tarski's compositional theory of truth or,
more frequently, Tarski's disquotational eheory of truth. While this latter theory is
simply deductively too weak, there presencly exist also serious rivals to Tarski's
~mpositional theory of truth, which are obtained by extending Tarski's -~mposltlonal theory. In these theories one can prove ehat certain sentences contamlllg ehe
tnuh predicate are crue. These systems do not obey Tarski's strict distinccion becwe~?
object- and metalanguage. They score much higher on Desideratum 3 than Tarski 5
compositional theory: ehey prove more generalizations.
.
However, one has to pay a price for ehe gain in expressive ~d dedu~uve power'.
~any of these systems like KF and VF no longer describe a class1cal nouon of cruch,
mscead they describe a notion of cruth wich trueh value gaps or gluts.

t

~
See Halbach [10)
a1 ed ·
3
s But ifCT + CONEC =/= CT, thcn the question whecher CT + CONEC can be an ys m
cnns of reflection principles needs to be investigated.
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ha e focused 00 a rival theory-CT-that sticks to a classical conception f
v,
dgl
Th'
.
o
truth thereby excluding trUth value gaps an. , uts. ~s _system m many respects looks
like a very natural strengthening of Tarski_s c01_npos1~onal ~eory. Nevertheless, as
soon as McGee discovered that this the~ry 1s CtHnco~s1stent, 1t was put aside.
In this chapter, we have argued that th.1~ was a hasty Jud.gem~nt. As a theory oftruth,
CT has much more to be said for it than 1s commonly apprec1ated. The effects of the
w-inconsistency are limited to the sphere of the diagonal sentences involving T, where
our inruicions about the notion of trUth are pretty much of no use anyway. And
outside the sphere of these sentences, CT gives us only patently correct results.
Moreover, it gives us many of them: CT is proof-theoretically significantly stronger
than Tarski's compositional theory. For the moment the system CT (or FS if they are
different) seems to be the defl.ationist's best bec. lt is the most successful axiomacic
theory of truth that is currently on the table.
w,

we
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